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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag and Drop the protocols from the left onto the correct IP
traffic types on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
TCP
HTTP
SMTP
Telnet
UDP
DHCP
SNMP
VOIP

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is an IT driver for adoption DevOps?
A. To standardize all applications to a single development

platform across an organization by porting legacy application
to a cloud native environment.
B. To ensure all development activities are properly charged
internally by ensuring cost- recovery association throughout
the development lifecycle.
C. To ensure all cloud native applications include usage and
metering capabilities for enhanced billing.
D. To accelerate and remove error from the delivery of changes
by introducing automation throughout the development cycle.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which EAp method authentic a client against Active Directory
without the use client-side
80.1x certificates?
A. EAP-PEAP
B. EAP-TLS
C. EAP-MSCHAPV2
D. EAP-GTC
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which feature is used by MirrorView/A to track changes made to
the Primary mirror during the replication cycle?
A. Reserved LUN pool
B. Delta set
C. Journal LUN
D. Gold copy
Answer: B
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